
LONDON YARD

NON-RECYCLABLE AND RECYCLABLE RUBBISH 

Please use only your designated bins for non-recyclable and 
recyclable rubbish and observe the following rules.

Amsterdam Road 21-31 (flats), 45-55 (flats),
Amsterdam Road 13-19 (shops), 33-43 (shops), 61-63 (shops)

By 13 Amsterdam Road you have three non-recycling bins and one 
recycling bin. By 63 Amsterdam Road you have two non-recycling bins 
and one recycling bin. These bins are locked and each resident will be 
provided with a key.

Amsterdam Road, 65-85
Your bin store is sited at the back of Memsaheb restaurant. It has two 
non-recycling bins and one recycling bin.  

Memsaheb Restaurant
You use your own bins as per the lease.

Amsterdam Road, 14-96
Two of your seven small bin rooms are recycling areas taking pink bags. 

The bin areas are clearly marked designating their use as either 
non-recycling or recycling. To obtain recycling bags, see below.

Frans Hals
Your bin store is situated outside the main door and to the left. It has two 
non-recycling bins and one recycling bin. 

Van Gogh Court 
You have two bin stores. Each bin store contains two non-recycling bins 
and one recycling bin

Vermeer Court
You have two bin areas each with five non-recycling and two recycling 

bins.
1-11, 2-12 Amsterdam Road. Leerdam Drive

The two outside bin areas in each block are to be split so that one is for 
non-recycling and one for recycling. To obtain recycling bags, see below.
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Rules
1. Do not place non-recyclable rubbish into recycling bins.  Food and 

other non-recyclables contaminate the recycling material. The refuse 
collectors check the contents of each bin and leave behind anything 
that is not recyclable which then attracts rats.  Please observe the 
guidance printed on notices on the recycling bins.

2. Flatten cardboard boxes. Council will only take cardboard boxes for 
recycling if they are flattened. If they are too big for the bin, when 
flattened, place the flattened boxes beside the bin. Unflattened boxes 
take up too much space and the bins become full too quickly causing 
litter problems around the estate. Please note that polystyrene 
packing is not recyclable.

3. Do not leave rubbish on the ground.

4. Building waste must not be left on site and must be disposed of 
commercially. 

5. Household items such as mattresses, furniture, suitcases etc must not 
be left beside the bins. The refuse collectors will not take them. 
Residents must take such items to the waste disposal site or ring 
council for pickup (see 4 below). 
PLEASE be considerate and do not overfill bins with any small non 
-food items that do fit in the bins. Either dispose of them over time or 
take them to a waste disposal.

6. Individual residents can arrange for household items to be collected 
by Council free twice in any one year (Phone 020 7364 5004) or they 
can be taken in a private car to the waste disposal site located north 
up Manchester Road, over the lifting bridge and sign-posted right. 
(Free collection or disposal is not available to the Management Company.)
Please tell the caretaker if you have organised a collection and he will 
oversee.

7. Recycling bags are  available to order from the council and for
collection from any council One Stop Shop.
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	Amsterdam Road 21-31 (flats), 45-55 (flats),
	Amsterdam Road, 65-85

	Memsaheb Restaurant
	Amsterdam Road, 14-96
	Two of your seven small bin rooms are recycling areas taking pink bags. The bin areas are clearly marked designating their use as either non-recycling or recycling. To obtain recycling bags, see below.
	You have two bin areas each with five non-recycling and two recycling bins.


